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� Three methods are proposed to quantify the supersonic and subsonic combustion modes.

� Probability distributions of supersonic and subsonic combustion modes are presented.

� Critical global equivalence ratio for thermal choking of supersonic inflow is derived.

� Flame lift-off distance in both supersonic and subsonic flows are quantified.
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Flame dynamics and statistics of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustion modes under

different air inflow and global equivalence ratio conditions in a hydrogen-fueled model

combustor are numerically studied. Three methods including spanwise-averaged Mach

number, spanwise-averaged Mach number conditioning on the local heat release, and

fraction of heat release are proposed to identify supersonic and subsonic combustion

modes. The probability distributions of supersonic and subsonic combustion modes are

also analyzed based on the statistics onmultiple instantaneous snapshots of the numerical

results. The critical global equivalence ratio for thermal choking in a range of supersonic

inflow conditions is derived theoretically based on a one-dimensional duct flow with heat

addition. Furthermore, it is found that the flame lift-off distance in both supersonic and

subsonic flows decreases with increased air inflow velocity, but increases with global

equivalence ratio. The fraction of supersonic heat release and its oscillation increase with

increased air inflow velocity.

© 2019 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The combustion physics under supersonic inflow condi-

tions are significant topics in the design and development

of scramjets [1]. Mach number (Ma) of main flow in the

combustor increases with increased flight Mach number

and eventually the gas remains supersonic throughout the

combustor. Intuitively, it is easier to achieve supersonic
u.sg (H. Zhang).

ons LLC. Published by Els

Numerical investigations
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combustion at higher inflow Mach numbers, lower global

equivalence ratios, and smaller recirculation zones result-

ing from bluff-body type flameholders [2]. However, local

subsonic flow regions may also result from the following

possible factors: (a) flame stabilization devices, e.g. cavity,

strut and pylon, leading to locally low-speed recirculation

zones [3,4]; (b) large global equivalence ratios (larger than

the critical value for thermal choking) in engineering

practices to achieve enough engine thrust, which may
evier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

Symbols

Ma Mach number

dðxÞ Dirac delta function

Af frequency factor

A, B, C PDF of supersonic/subsonic/no flamelet

n temperature exponent

Pijk spatial position in the domain

Ea activation energy

n number of samples used

aF, bO reaction orders for F/O

aijk, bijk, cijk number of supersonic/subsonic/no

flamelet at point Pijk
[F], [O] concentrations of F/O

eijk sum of xMa� _q at point Pijk
T* stagnation temperature

fijk sum of
��xMa� _q

�� at point Pijk
p static pressure

Aijk, Bijk, Cijk PDF of supersonic/subsonic/no

flamelet at point Pijk
4 global equivalence ratio

xMa� _q average of xMa� _q

Mac convective Mach number

sxMa� _q
standard deviation of xMa� _q

ux stream-wise velocity

4cr critical 4 for thermal choking

Yi mass fraction of species i

r density
_q heat release rate per unit volume

S area of the cross-plane

xMa a binarized metric identifying supersonic/

subsonic flows

k specific heat ratio

max, min maximum/minimum functions
_qloss rate of heat loss

sign sign function

cp heat capacity

xMa� _q xMa conditioning on local HRR

R gas constant

_q volume average of _q

a speed of sound

b threshold fraction to extract non-negligible _q
_Qcr critical _Q for thermal choking

zst stoichiometric mixture fraction
_mH2 , _mair mass flow rates of H2/air

Ma spanwise-averaged Mach number

LHV lower heating value

Ly a line in the y-direction

x0 axial location of the strut base

Ma _q Ma conditioning on local HRR

cp,1, cp,2 heat capacity at combustor entrance/exit

Lyð _q� _q ,bÞ Ly satisfying _q � _q,b

T*
1, T

*
2 stagnation temperature at combustor entrance/

exit
_qsup, _qsub _q in supersonic/subsonic flows

s stoichiometric mass ratio of F/O

½ _qsup�, ½ _qsub� fractions of _qsup/ _qsub in _q

Y0
F, Y

0
O mass fractions of F/O in the F/O streams

LyðMa� 1Þ Ly satisfying Ma � 1

Ma1 air inflow Mach number as a variable

LyðMa <1Þ Ly satisfying Ma < 1

Ux1 air inflow velocity as a variable
_Q volume integrated _q

_uH2 reaction rate of H2

_Qsup, _Qsub volume integrated _qsup/ _qsub
xFB axial location of the flame base

½ _Qsup�, ½ _Qsub� fractions of _Qsup/ _Qsub in _Q

dUlift�sup, d
U
lift�sub upper branch of dlift-sup/dlift-sup

hg combustion efficiency

dlift-sup, dlift-sub lift-off distance of supersonic/subsonic

flame base

PðxMa� _qÞ PDF of xMa� _q

Acronym

1D, 2D, 3D one-, two-, three-dimensional

HRR heat release rate

DLR German Aerospace Center

PDF probability density function

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y x x x ( x x x x ) x x x2
induce wall boundary layer separation due to large adverse

pressure gradients [5,6]; (c) transverse or inclined fuel in-

jections, which may also cause boundary layer separation

[7,8]. Furthermore, the local recirculation zone, in which

the gas flows and reacts under subsonic speeds has been

proved important for reactant mixing and global flame

stabilization in the supersonic main flows [9]. Flow

disturbance, flame oscillation or even combustion insta-

bility may be generated, which may propagate upstream in

subsonic flows and downstream in both supersonic and

subsonic flows [10,11]. However, the mixed supersonic and

subsonic flame dynamics under high-speed combustion

conditions are still not well understood.

It is well acknowledged from experimental tests [12e14],

numerical simulations [1,11,15,16], as well as theoretical ana-

lyses [17] thatsupersoniccombustionofhydrogen is feasible ina
Please cite this article as: Huang Z, Zhang H, Numerical investigations
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reasonable distance after injection. However, the implication is

that combustion really takes place in supersonic flows. For the

other studies on dual-mode combustors [2,12,18e21], the

occurrence ofmode transition is identified based on the experi-

mentally measured wall pressure and the correspondingly

estimated streamwise one-dimensional (1D)Ma, the optical vi-

sualizations like the high-speed flame image, the schlieren

photograph or interferogram. Mach number at the combustor

entrance [22], themaximumpressure rise in the combustor [23],

and the sudden pressure rise upstream of the injector [24] are

also used to identify the combustionmode. On the engineering

aspect, the combustion modes can be only roughly estimated

using these methods as they only take use of some global

quantities, e.g. dispersive wall pressure, Ma at the combustor

entrance. However, they are not sufficient for the real-time

identification and precise control of mode transition in flight
of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
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tests or ground experiments. The spatial-nonuniformity and

time-variation characteristics of the three-dimensional (3D)

combustionfieldundersupersonic inflowsareneglected.Onthe

scientific aspect, there are still some issues need to be clarified,

e.g.whether it is reliable to identify the combustionmodebased

on the limited dispersive wall pressure or the simplified esti-

mation of 1DMa [2,18,19].

The thermal choking effect and the shock wave motion in

the combustor are tightly related to the mode transition be-

tween supersonic combustion and subsonic combustion [25].

The incipient thermal choking and the stabilization of shock-

train in the heat release region of the HyShot II scramjet are

studiedbothexperimentallyandnumericallybyLaurenceetal.

[5,6]. The shock-trainmoves towards the rear of the combustor

with increasedequivalenceratio,however,notcontinuously. It

is slowed and tends to be quasi-stable in a certain range of

equivalence ratio, which is contrary to a simple Rayleigh-type

choking analysis. The evolution of flame front relative speed

is calculated based on experimental measurements on com-

bustion iso-luminosity contours in a cavity-based supersonic

combustor [26]. However, no information about flame front

movement in supersonic and subsonic flows is extracted. Nu-

merical simulations on mode transition are also performed in

Refs. [27,28], and substantial progresses have been made in

engineering application. Although they provide more detailed

information than the experiments, however, the location of

thermal choking and different combustion modes are still not

quantified. The statistics of supersonic and subsonic combus-

tion modes in space, the flame oscillation and heat release

characteristics in supersonic and subsonic flows are still not

fully understood yet [5]. Therefore, further investigations on

the feasibility and extent of supersonic combustion, the sta-

tistics and instantaneous flame base movement and the heat

release fraction in supersonic and subsonic flows are required

from some other perspectives.

In this work, we aim to study some quantified flame dy-

namics and statistics in a mixed supersonic and subsonic

combustion field. A model combustor in DLR (German Aero-

space Center) is selected as the target configuration, which

has been investigated by many researchers [11,29e36]. The

measurements made byWaidmann et al. [37] is chosen as the

base case, based on which a series of cases with different air

inflow and global equivalence ratio conditions are proposed to

study the variable combustion modes. The rest of the paper is

organized as follows. Numerical models, including the dis-

cretization schemes and chemical kinetics are described in

Section Numerical models. Physical models, i.e. the compu-

tational configuration, the mesh methodology, and the oper-

ating conditions are presented in Section Physical models.

Results are analyzed in Section Results and discussion, and

conclusions are drawn in Section Conclusions.
Table 1e Reaction for H2/O2 and kinetic parameters (units
in cm-sec-mole-cal-Kelvins).

Reaction Af n Ea aF bO Reference

2H2 þ O2 ¼> 2H2O 4.74 � 1012 0.0 10063.8 1.0 0.5 [44]
Numerical models

Numerical solver and discretization schemes

The governing equations for fully compressible reacting flows

include the conservation laws of mass, momentum, energy,

and species mass fractions [38]. A density-based, multi-
Please cite this article as: Huang Z, Zhang H, Numerical investigations
combustor, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org
component, reactive solver RYrhoCentralFoam is developed

based on a fully compressible flow solver, rhoCentralFoam, in

OpenFOAM 5.0 package [39]. It is able to capture shock waves

with low oscillation and dissipation using semi-discrete Kur-

ganov‒Tadmor central-upwind scheme [40,41]. The solver has

been validated with supersonic flow and detonative combus-

tion [42]. The similar rhoCentralFoam-based strategy has also

been used by other groups, e.g. by Wu et al. [34] and Li et al.

[32], for the supersonic hydrogen flames in the same DLR

combustor, in which the velocity, pressure and overall flame

behaviors are predicted reasonably well.

The governing equations are solved by cell-centered finite

volume method. Implicit second-order Crank-Nicolson

scheme is applied for the time discretization. The convective

fluxes are reconstructed using a second order (flux limiter

based) Gauss integration scheme with linear interpolation.

The diffusive terms are split into orthogonal and non-

orthogonal part to minimize the non-orthogonality error.

The second-order Gauss scheme with linear interpolation is

used for the orthogonal part and surface interpolation of

variable normal gradients is applied for the non-orthogonal

part [43]. The maximum CFL (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy)

number is set to be 0.3, which approximately corresponds to

the physical time step of 10 ns. After sufficiently long initial

calculations, more than 50 flow-through time (estimated from

hydrogen bulk velocity and the combustor length), i.e.

approximately 9.6 ms, are collected for statistical analysis in

the following.

Chemical kinetics

One-step irreversible reaction is used to describe the oxi-

dization of hydrogen [44]. The reaction step with kinetics pa-

rameters for H2/O2 are listed in Table 1, including frequency

factor Af, temperature exponent n, activation energy Ea, and

reaction orders aF and bO with respect to the corresponding

fuel and oxidizer, respectively. The reaction rate is calculated

using the Arrhenius form, i.e.

_u¼AfT
nexpð�Ea =RTÞ½F�aF ½O�bO ; (1)

where [F] and [O] are the concentrations of the fuel and

oxidizer, respectively.

The global reaction for hydrogen oxidation has been vali-

dated with the experimental data in terms of laminar flame

speed, which shows good agreement for equivalence ratios

ranging from 0.55 to 1.1 [44]. This mechanism is also used by

Ingenito et al. [45], Gerlinger et al. [46], and Fureby et al. [47] for

modelling supersonic combustion and it is found that the

main combustion characteristics (e.g. wall pressure and

temperature predictions [45], laminar flame speed [46], and

flame stabilization [47]) are well captured. Furthermore,

compared with our previous investigations on this combustor

using 3D LES with detailed chemistry of 9 species and 27
of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
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reactions (hereafter denoted as 9s/27r) [11,35], this global

mechanism reproduces quite well for most features, e.g.

temperature and Mach number, both instantaneously and

statistically. The shock waves, expansion fans, and central

combustion zones do not show fundamental differences

compared with those obtained from the 9s/27r detailed

mechanism. Therefore, this mechanism is expected to be

sufficient for our current investigations since the emphasis is

laid on themixed combustionmodes, instead of the finite-rate

chemistry, in a model combustor configuration.
Physical models

Computational configurations and meshes

The hydrogen-fueled strut combustor [37] experimentally

measured in DLR will be investigated in this work. Its two-

dimensional schematic is shown in Fig. 1. Based on the pre-

vious work on the same combustor [11,29e36], it has been

found that the interactions between the originally 15 circular

fuel injectors are relatively small, and the major flow struc-

tures show quasi-two-dimensional (2D) characteristics. This

is particularly true for the shocks, expansion fans and shear

layers between the central recirculation zone and the high-

speed air inflows. Therefore, 2D approximation is widely

adopted in the simulations of this combustor, and one can see

that results from the 2D computational domain well repro-

duce the main flow and combustion characteristics observed

from experiments, including various zones of the recirculat-

ing flames as well as the lift-off distances [11,29e36]. There-

fore, in this workwewill also use the 2D domain to investigate

the supersonic and subsonic combustion modes, which can

considerably reduce the computational cost and make para-

metric studies affordable with high grid resolution. Compared

with our previous investigations on this DLR combustor using

3D LES with one equation eddy viscosity turbulence model

[11,35], the 2D simulations in this study well reproduces the

main flow and combustion characteristics observed from

experiments.

As shown in Fig. 1, the combustor is 50mm in height (i.e. y-

direction) at the entrance and 340 mm in length (i.e. x-direc-

tion). The strut is 32 mm in length and 6 mm in height. It is

placed along the centerline of the combustor at 77 mm

downstream to the entrance [37], and its rear lies at

x ¼ 109 mm (as indicated in Fig. 1). The upper wall has a

divergence angle of 3� since x ¼ 100 mm (indicated in Fig. 1) to

compensate for the boundary layer expansion. At the rear of

the strut, the fuel hydrogen is discharged through 15 circular
Fig. 1 e Two-dimensional schematic of the DLR combustor

[37]. The control volume is schematically shown for the

analysis in Section Critical conditions for thermal choking.

Please cite this article as: Huang Z, Zhang H, Numerical investigations
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injectors (each 1 mm in diameter). Nevertheless, in our 2D

simulations, these multiple circular injectors are simplified

into a single slot (see the inset of Fig. 1). To ensure the global

equivalence ratio and injection speed of hydrogen consistent

with those used in the experiments, the width of the fuel slot

is adjusted to be 0.3 mm. This similar treatment is also

adopted by Wu et al. [34].

Three meshes with 55,800, 220,925, and 491,700 structured

cells (denoted as M1, M2, and M3, respectively) are adopted to

discretize the computational domain of the DLR combustor

shown in Fig. 1. The grid dependence analysis and numerical

validation with the above three meshes are provided in

Appendix A. In general, the results obtained frommeshM2 are

acceptable, through comparing the experimental data statis-

tics of velocity and temperature. Therefore, mesh M2 will be

chosen for the following analysis in Section Results and

discussion. Note that the minimum grid size of mesh M2 is

0.06 mm in y-direction, and 0.14 mm in x-direction, respec-

tively. This resolution is comparable with the work of Wang

et al. [31] and Wu et al. [34], and therefore is expected to be

sufficient for our current analysis.

Simulation conditions

One base case (termed as Case-AB hereafter) is selected

from the experimental measurements from DLR and the

operating conditions are detailed in Table 2 [37]. Specifically,

the air enters the combustor at 2.0 Ma with a total temper-

ature (T*) of 600 K and a static pressure (p) of 0.1 MPa,

respectively. It should be highlighted that the hot air is

vitiated with H2O addition (3.2% in mass fraction, see Table

2). The pure hydrogen is injected sonically with a total

temperature (T*) of 300 K and a static pressure (p) of 0.1 MPa.

The global equivalence ratio (4) is 0.034. The convective

Mach number associated with fuel/air streams is defined as

Mac ¼ |(U1eU2)/(c1þc2)|, in which U1 and U2 are the inflow

velocities of the two streams while c1 and c2 are the corre-

sponding speeds of sound [48]. It describes the effects of

compressibility on the development of mixing layers due to

the two streams.

It is well known that the formation of supersonic or sub-

sonic combustion is influenced by the air inflow velocity and/

or fuel heat release. Higher inflow velocity and/or lower heat

release may result in higher fraction of supersonic combus-

tion [45,49]. At the fixed inflow Mach number, the inflow ve-

locity of air depends on its total temperature, which also

affects the reactant chemical kinetics. This would result in

different flame dynamics, e.g. flame lift-off distance, the

fraction of supersonic and subsonic flames. To study the

different combustion modes, there are eight cases in total

selected in the current work, i.e. the first group detailed in

Table 3 and the second group in Table 4. Specifically, in the

first simulation group, four cases, Case-A1 to Case-A4 in Table

3, share the same fuel (i.e. H2 in Table 3) injection conditions.

For their air inflow conditions, the composition, Mach number

and global equivalence ratio are the same as those in Case-AB.

Conversely, the total temperature and static pressure increase

from Case-A1 to Case-A4. Accordingly, the resultant air inflow

velocities and convective Mach numbers increase in these

cases.
of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
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Table 2 e Inflow conditions of air and hydrogen in the base case, Case-AB [37].

inlet ux [m/s] T* [K] p [MPa] Ma YO2 YN2 YH2O YH2 Mac 4

air 730 600 0.1 2.0 23.2% 73.6% 3.2% 0.0 0.300 0.034

H2 1200 300 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100%

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g en en e r g y x x x ( x x x x ) x x x 5
Another four cases (Case-B1 to Case-B4 in Table 4), as the

second simulation group, are chosen with the same air inflow

condition (same as that in Case-AB, see Table 4), but different

fuel injection parameters. Recall that in the base case, i.e.

Case-AB, hydrogen is injected sonically. If the air pressure is

unchanged while the hydrogen pressure increases, hydrogen

would be under-expanded at the injector exit. However, the

maximum Mach number that hydrogen can reach at the

injector exit is limited to 1.0 due to the nozzle structure [37].

Therefore, the temperature and velocity of hydrogen at the

injector exit are not affected by the increased pressure.

Based on our previous investigations on the flame stabili-

zation mechanism in this combustor using 3D LES with

detailed chemistry [50], it can be confirmed that the flames in

all these cases can be stabilized. Indeed, all the cases detailed

in Tables 3-4 are carefully designed to avoid the possible

occurrence of flame extinction based on our previous experi-

ence on this combustor [11,35,50].
Results and discussion

General characteristics of mixed mode combustion

Fig. 2 shows the contours of instantaneous Mach number

superimposed with the iso-lines of Ma ¼ 1 for all the cases.

Overall, in the first simulation group shown from

Fig. 2(a)e(d) and (i), the subsonic flow regions identified by

the iso-lines of Ma ¼ 1 (zone III in each figure) get shorter

and narrower in the wake zone of the strut with increased

air total temperature and therefore increased inflow veloc-

ity. This is schematically suggested by the long blue dashed

arrow on the left half of Fig. 2. There are several isolated

subsonic islands further downstream for the five cases

(Case-A1 to Case-A4 and Case-AB), say beyond x ¼ 240 mm

for Case-AB. Meanwhile, the evolutions of these subsonic

regions are strongly unsteady, in terms of the size and

spatial distribution.

In the second simulation group from Fig. 2(e)e(i), the sub-

sonic flow regions get broader in y-direction with increased

pressure of the fuel stream and therefore the global equiva-

lence ratio. The downstream isolated subsonic islands start to
Table 3 e Inflow conditions for the first simulation group.

Inlet Cases# Ma 4 T* [K] p [MPa] Mac

H2 All 1.0 e 300 1 e

Air Case-A1 2.0 0.034 486 0.09 0.355

Case-A2 864 0.12 0.198

Case-A3 1176 0.14 0.104

Case-A4 1536 0.16 0.018

Please cite this article as: Huang Z, Zhang H, Numerical investigations
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merge with the upstream continuous one. Two local subsonic

bubbles are also seen at both the upper and lower combustor

walls in Case-B2 and Case-B3, which are indicated by the red

and blue dashed circles in Fig. 2(f) and (g), respectively. This is

due to the sudden contraction of the flow area for the outer

supersonic flows (in zones I and II in the figures) extruded by

the inner subsonic flows (in zone III), which forms two local

aerodynamic throats. These two local subsonic bubbles al-

ways occur at where for the first time in x-direction that zones

I and II are narrowest and zone III is widest in y-direction.

They grow in size and move upstream with higher equiva-

lence ratios. In some extreme cases, the supersonic flows in

zone I and zone II would be fully chocked by the aerodynamic

throats. The subsonic bubbles occupy the entire areas of zone

I and zone II, and also join with zone III, i.e. the entire

combustor is fully choked. This can be observed in Case-B4, in

which the gas flows at low subsonic speeds below 0.5Ma. This

will be further investigated in Section Critical conditions for

thermal choking.

Fig. 3 shows the distributions of heat release rate per unit

volume ( _q) superimposed with the pink iso-lines of ux ¼ 0 at

the corresponding instant in Fig. 2 for all the cases. Overall,

the length of the recirculation zone does not change signifi-

cantly with increased air total temperature and global equiv-

alence ratio (expect that in Case-B4), as respectively indicated

by Line A and Line C. Furthermore, based on the time-

averaged axial velocity (not shown here), the maximum

mean lengths of the recirculation zone are about 50 mm (i.e.

approximately ends at x ¼ 160 mm in Fig. 3) in all the simu-

lated cases except Case-B4. However, the length of the zones

with remarkable heat release rate decreases significantly with

increased air total temperature in the first simulation group,

as indicated by Line B. Conversely, this length increases

slowly with increased global equivalence ratio in the second

simulation group expect Case-B4, as indicated by Line D. As

the combustor is fully choked in Case-B4, part of the

combustible mixture is pushed even towards upstream of the

strut, where significant heat release exists. It is found that

both subsonic and supersonic flows contribute to the overall

heat release when comparing Figs. 2 and 3 except Case-B4,

since combustion proceeds in both supersonic and subsonic

regions in these cases.
Table 4 e Inflow conditions for the second simulation
group.

Inlet Cases# Ma T* [K] Mac p [MPa] 4

Air All 2.0 600 e 0.1 e

H2 Case-B1 1.0 300 0.300 0.2 0.068

Case-B2 0.3 0.102

Case-B3 0.35 0.119

Case-B4 0.4 0.136

of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
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Fig. 2 e Instantaneous contours of Mach number for all the cases. The back lines are the iso-lines of Ma ¼ 1 to identify the

subsonic flow regions.

Fig. 3 e Instantaneous contours of heat release rate per unit volume for all the cases. The pink lines are the iso-lines of

ux ¼ 0 to identify the recirculation zone. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)
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To differentiate the supersonic and subsonic flows in one

combustion field, a binarized metric for the local Mach num-

ber xMa is introduced here, which reads

xMa ¼ xsup þ xsub; (2)

in which xsup and xsub are respectively calculated from

�
xsup ¼ max½signðMa� 1Þ;0�
xsub ¼ min½signðMa� 1Þ; 0�; (3)

where the maximum functionmax (x,y) returns the larger one

between x and y, whilst the minimum function min (x,y)

returns the smaller one between x and y. The sign function

sign (x) returns þ1 if x � 0, and returns �1 if x < 0. It is obvious

from Eqs. (2) and (3) that.

xsup ¼ þ1, xsub ¼ 0, xMa ¼ þ1, if Ma � 1

xsup ¼ 0, xsub ¼ �1, xMa ¼ �1, if Ma < 1

To further differentiate the reactive gas from the non-

reactive gas in the combustion field, a second metric for

heat release rate (HRR), xMa� _q, is introduced, i.e.

xMa� _q ¼ xsup� _q þ xsub� _q; (4)

where xsup� _q and xsub� _q are calculated from

�
xsup� _q ¼ xsup,max½signð _q� _q ,bÞ;0�xsub� _q

¼ xsub,max½signð _q� _q,bÞ;0�; (5)

where _q is the heat release rate per unit volume, _q is the vol-

ume average of _q in the entire computational domain, and b is

a small fraction, say 1% in this study. This value is small

enough to accurately extract the reactive zones from the non-

reactive zones. Based on our numerical experiments, slightly

smaller or larger values of b would not cause any appreciable

change in the results due to the sharp gradient of heat release

in the combustion zone. Therefore, _q,b can be viewed as a

threshold to identify the non-zero heat release rate. It is

obvious from Eqs. (3)e(5) that

xsup� _q ¼ þ1; xsub� _q ¼ 0; xMa� _q ¼ þ1; if Ma � 1 and _q � _q ,bxsup� _q

¼ 0; xsub� _q ¼ �1; xMa� _q ¼ �1; if Ma < 1 and _q � _q,bxsup� _q

¼ 0; xsub� _q ¼ 0; xMa� _q ¼ 0; if _q< _q,b

Therefore, xMa� _q is an indicator for various situations: su-

personic flows with non-zero heat release (xMa� _q ¼ þ1), sub-

sonic flows with non-zero heat release (xMa� _q ¼ � 1), and non-

reactive flows (xMa� _q ¼ 0).

Fig. 4(a) and (b) compares the instantaneous distributions

of xMa and xMa� _q for Case-AB. Both figures are superimposed

with the white iso-lines of stoichiometric mixture fraction,

zst ¼ 0.0282, which is calculated following the definition given

in Ref. [38]. The two figures show different distributions of xMa

and xMa� _q, e.g. in the supersonic reacting layers (denoted by

the red zones in Fig. 4(b)), the recirculation zones next to the

strut base (denoted by the green zones circled by the left pink

ellipse I in Fig. 4(b)), and the instantaneous reaction-free

subsonic bubbles (denoted by the green zones circled by the
Please cite this article as: Huang Z, Zhang H, Numerical investigations
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right pink ellipse II in Fig. 4(b)). Meanwhile, it is found that

almost all the iso-lines of zst are located in the subsonic flow

zones, which means that the recirculation zone with rela-

tively low gas speed indeed stabilizes the flame in a super-

sonic incoming oxidizer. Conversely, hydrogen combustion is

difficult to occur under supersonic flows for Case-AB.

Although xMa and xMa� _q can respectively well distinguish the

supersonic and subsonic flow or combustion regions qualita-

tively in space, they do not provide any quantitative infor-

mation about the dominant combustionmode and the related

heat release. Therefore, further investigation will be con-

ducted in the following section on the supersonic and sub-

sonic combustion modes and their related heat release.

Statistics of combustion modes

The averaged mach number
Fig. 5 shows the profiles of averaged Mach number along the

longitudinal direction, and here the averaging is performed for

different streamwise locations (Ly, in 2D case, along a line in

the y-direction), i.e.

Ma¼
Z
Ly

Mady

,Z
Ly

dy: (6)

Note that each curve in Fig. 5 starts from the strut base,

i.e. at x ¼ 109 mm, and ends at the combustor exit, i.e. at

x ¼ 340 mm. In the first simulation group, it shows that

the averaged Mach numbers Ma for all cases are above 1,

which means that they run under supersonic mode. With

increased air total temperature, Ma increases slightly as

shown in Fig. 5(a), and this may be due to the fact that the

flow is more difficult to be decelerated by combustion heat

release at higher inflow speeds. Moreover, less fluctuations

of Ma in the longitudinal direction are seen with increased

air total temperature and therefore increased inflow ve-

locity. The time-dependent fluctuations are less important

and the flow tends to be steady at higher Mach numbers

[45].

In the second simulation group, Ma generally decreases

with global equivalence ratio. This may be caused by an

increased decelerating effect of combustion heat release

on the gas flow at higher heat release rate. As demon-

strated in Fig. 5(b), Case-B1 and Case-B4 correspond to

supersonic and subsonic modes all along the streamwise

direction, respectively. Nevertheless, Ma in Case-B2 and

Case-B3 shows spatially stronger fluctuations between the

supersonic mode and the subsonic mode after the rear of

the strut. This is due to the increased size of the subsonic

flow regions with Ma < 1, leading to lower Ma after the

strut and at several downstream locations. This can be

confirmed by the distributions of local Mach number in

Fig. 2. The multiple transitions from Ma > 1 to Ma < 1

result in significant fluctuations of Ma in the longitudinal

direction. The larger the global equivalence ratio is, the

earlier and more transition points (from Ma >1 to Ma < 1)

there are, and therefore the stronger fluctuations of Ma are

present. In Case-B4, in which Ma at all points is lower than
of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
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Fig. 4 e Comparison of instantaneous (a) xMa (blue: ¡1, green: þ1) and (b) xMa� _q (blue: ¡1, green: 0, red: þ1) for Case-AB. The

white lines in both (a) and (b) are the iso-lines of zst ¼ 0.0282. Ellipses I and II respectively identify the upstream and

downstream non-reactive subsonic bubbles. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)
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1. This is in line with the qualitative observations from

Fig. 2.

The averaged mach number conditioning on heat release rate
Fig. 6 shows the line averaged Mach number conditioning on

the heat release rate along the longitudinal direction, which

reads

Ma _q ¼
Z

Lyð _q� _q

,bÞMady

, Z
Lyð _q� _q

,bÞdy; (7)

where Lyð _q� _q ,bÞ denotes the regions with non-negligible

heat release rate, i.e. satisfying the condition _q � _q, b. It is

seen that for all the cases we investigate, the combustor

operates in the subsonic combustion mode, which is charac-

terized by Ma _q < 1. Therefore, from statistical point of view,

the observations from all the cases except Case-B4 are as

below: a subsonic ribbon with heat release starting at the end

of the strut base (x ¼ 109 mm) is embedded in the supersonic

background flows with no or negligible heat release. However,

Case-B4 is slightly different as flow in the combustor is fully
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subsonic, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The fluctuations ofMa _q in Fig. 6

are higher than those of Ma in Fig. 5 for the same case. This is

because that the regions with non-zero Ma _q are much nar-

rower than that with non-zero Ma, small changes in local

supersonic and subsonic combustion modes may result in

significant variations in Ma _q.

The fraction of heat release
The fraction of heat release from supersonic and subsonic

flows, denoted respectively by ½ _qsup� and ½ _qsub�, are also

computed to quantify the dominant combustion mode. They

can be estimated as below

8><
>:

h
_qsup

i
¼

Z
LyðMa�1Þ

_qdy

,Z
Ly

_qdy

�
_qsub

� ¼ Z
LyðMa<1Þ

_qdy

,Z
Ly

_qdy;

(8)

where LyðMa� 1Þ and LyðMa <1Þ in Eq. (8) are the regions with

Ma � 1 and Ma < 1, respectively. The fraction of heat release
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from supersonic combustion to the overall heat release, ½ _qsup�,
is shown in Fig. 7 for all the studied cases. It is seen that ½ _qsup�
oscillates strongly along the streamwise direction, which

implies the rapid transition between supersonic heat release

mode and subsonic heat release mode. With increased air

total temperature in the first simulation group, the subsonic

mode is dominant immediately after the strut, while the heat

is mainly (>50%) from the supersonic combustion in the

further downstreamof the combustor. However, in the second

simulation group from Fig. 7(b), with increased global equiv-

alence ratio, ½ _qsup� is generally below 50%, but with some

fluctuations beyond that. In Case-B4, the heat is mainly

released from subsonic combustion. The fluctuations of ½ _qsup�
presented in Fig. 7 are the highest than those of Ma in Fig. 5

and Ma _q in Fig. 6 for the same case. This is because that the

variation range of HRR (generally varies from about 0 to large

than 1011 J/m3/s in our case) is much larger than that of Ma

(ranges from 0 to less than 2.5).

To elucidate the distributions of the instantaneous super-

sonic and subsonic heat release rate, _qsup and _qsub, the results

from Case-AB are exemplarily shown in Fig. 8. The heat

release rate from supersonic and subsonic flows can be

calculated respectively as

�
_qsup ¼ _q,xsup
_qsub ¼ _q,xsub:

(9)

xsup and xsub are computed from Eq. (3). The first occurrence of

noticeable heat release comes from the subsonic flows, at the

lower end of the strut (see Fig. 8(b)). This can be justified by the

fact that the flame can propagate against the subsonic flow at

the outer boundary of the low speed recirculation zone. Non-

zero _qsup is mainly located in the upper boundary of the low-

speed zone, while non-zero _qsub lies in both upper and lower

boundaries, as shown in Fig. 8(b). Furthermore, _qsub is gener-

ally stronger and more extensive than that of _qsup. With

increased air total temperature in the first simulation group,
_qsup gets wider in space and more dominant in strength,

whereas _qsub gets shorter in x-direction and weaker in

strength. With increased global equivalence ratio in the sec-

ond simulation group, _qsup getsweaker andmoves towards the

upper and lower combustor walls, while _qsub gets more

dominant in strength, longer in x-direction and broader in y-

direction.

The volume integrated heat release rate from supersonic

and subsonic flows, _Qsup and _Qsub, is respectively obtained by

integrating _qsup and _qsub in the entire computational domain

(Sxy), i.e.
Fig. 7 e Longitudinal profiles of fraction of heat release from su

groups. The horizontal lines are the iso-lines of ½ _qsup� ¼ 50%.
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8><
>:

_Qsup ¼ ∬ Sxy
_qsupdxdy

_Qsub ¼ ∬ Sxy
_qsubdxdy:

(10)

The overall heat release rate from both modes is
_Q ¼ _Qsup þ _Qsub. Percentages of _Qsup and _Qsub, respectively

denoted as ½ _Qsup� and ½ _Qsup� aswell as the value of _Q are listed in

Table 5. The global combustion efficiency (hg) estimated from

the ratio of _Q to the ideal heat release rate in each case is also

calculated. hg,0 is hg in Case-AB, and hg,0 z 98%. It is found that

in the first simulation group (Case-A1 to Case-A4), ½ _Qsup�
gradually increases with oxidizer total temperature, whereas
_Q changes little as their fuel mass flow rates are the same. For

these cases, hg are close although they have different ratios of
_Qsup and _Qsub. Therefore, the efficiency of combustion heat

release in supersonic flows is as high as that in subsonic flows.

This is important to achieve the desired performance of

scramjet combustors operating with high speed internal

flows. However, with the increased global equivalence ratio

from Case-B1 to Case-B4, ½ _Qsup� decreases while _Q increases

stably. This can be speculated that more fuel injection means

more heat can be released if complete combustion occurs, but

stronger decelerating effect act on the flow. The efficiency hg

does not change significantly from Case-AB to Case-B1, i.e. hg/

hg,0 is about 1. However, hg is reduced around 90% of hg,0 in

Case-B2, Case-B3, and Case-B4, which means that the fuel H2

cannot be completely consumed at the combustor exit. From

the viewpoint of combustion efficiency, the operating condi-

tions of Case-B1 are in engineering practice, as it has the

highest combustion efficiency at the combustor exit among all

the investigated cases.

One has seen from the above analysis that Case-A4 and

Case-B4 respectively have the highest and lowest fractions of

heat release from supersonic combustion. Fig. 9 further shows

the joint distribution of _q versus Ma from Case-A4 and Case-

B4, to account for the correspondence between flow Mach

number and combustion heat release. It has been found from

Table 5 that about half of the heat (approximately 58.0%) is

released from subsonic flow in Case-A4. In Fig. 9, most of the

scatters with high temperature lie in the range of Ma < 1. The

heat release rate is negligible when Ma > 1.6, which contrib-

utes nomore than 5% to the overall heat release. However, the

scenario is different in Case-B4. The supersonic flow contrib-

utes only 6.0% to the total heat release, and therefore most

heat is released in subsonic flows. Nevertheless, the highest

value of _q in Case-B4 is larger than that in Case-A4.
personic flows from (a) the first and (b) second simulation
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Fig. 8 e Instantaneous distributions of (a) _qsup and (b) _qsub for Case-AB.

Table 5 e The statistics of heat release rate from supersonic and subsonic flames.

Case # AB A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4

½ _Qsup� [%] 27.4 13.1 33.2 39.2 42.0 35.0 17.3 11.9 6.0

½ _Qsub� [%] 72.6 86.9 66.8 60.8 58.0 65.0 82.7 88.1 94.0
_Q [104 J/s] 3.53 3.41 3.41 3.49 3.33 7.18 9.58 11.31 12.65

hg/hg,0 1.000 0.966 0.966 0.989 0.943 1.017 0.905 0.915 0.896

Fig. 9 e Joint distribution of local Mach number with heat release rate colored by temperature for (a) Case-A4 and (b) Case-B4.

The vertical line in Fig. 9(a) is the iso-line of Ma ¼ 1.
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The probability distributions of combustion modes
According to the definition of xMa� _q in Eq. (4), probability

density function (PDF) of different combustion modes,

PðxMa� _qÞ, can be written as

P
�
xMa� _q

�¼A , d
�
xMa� _q � 1

�þB , d
�
xMa� _q þ1

�þC,d
�
xMa� _q

�
(11)

where d is the Dirac delta function. It has the property that

dðxÞ ¼
�þ∞; x ¼ 0
0; xs0

, and
Rþ∞
�∞ dðxÞdx ¼ 1. It is obvious that PðxMa� _q

¼ þ1Þ ¼ R
A,dð0ÞdxMa� _q þ

R
B,dð2ÞdxMa� _q þ

R
C,dð1ÞdxMa� _q ¼ 1,

Aþ 0,Bþ 0,C ¼ A. It means that factor A is the probability of

xMa� _q ¼ þ1, i.e. the probability of supersonic flamelet. Simi-

larly, B is the probability of subsonic flamelet, and C is the

probability of no flamelet. This treatment of PDF of different

combustion modes, to the author’s knowledge, is firstly

experimentally developed by Rosenberg et al., in the study of

premixed and diffusion flamelets [51].

The transient numerical simulations provide a large

amount of instantaneous data to construct the PDF of

different flamelets. Snapshots of the results at n different time

instants are recorded after the convergence of each simula-

tion. At any instant, there are only three possible combustion

modes at each spatial position, i.e. (a) supersonic flamelet

(xMa� _q ¼ þ1), (b) subsonic flamelet (xMa� _q ¼ � 1), and (c) no

flamelet (xMa� _q ¼ 0). Assuming that at any position Pijk in the

computational domain, the statuses of supersonic flamelet,

subsonic flamelet, and no flamelet appear aijk, bijk, and cijk
times during the n time instants. It is obvious that
Please cite this article as: Huang Z, Zhang H, Numerical investigations
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aijk þbijk þ cijk ¼ n: (12)

The value of xMa� _q at the same position Pijk is summed at all

the n instants, and the result is known as eijk. Therefore, we

have that

aijk , ð1Þþ bijk , ð�1Þþ cijk , ð0Þ¼ eijk: (13)

The absolute value of xMa� _q at the same position Pijk is then

summed at all the n instants, and the result is known as fijk.

We have that

aijk , j1j þbijk , j�1j þ cijk , j0j ¼ fijk: (14)

Based on Eqs. 12e14, the values of aijk, bijk, and cijk are ob-

tained. The probability of supersonic flamelet, subsonic

flamelet and no flamelet is respectively approximated as fol-

lows when the number of time instants, n, is large enough

(n/þ∞)

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

Aijk ¼ Pijk

�
xMa� _q ¼ þ1

� ¼ lim
n/þ∞

aijk

n

Bijk ¼ Pijk

�
xMa� _q ¼ �1

� ¼ lim
n/þ∞

bijk

n
;

Cijk ¼ Pijk

�
xMa� _q ¼ 0

� ¼ lim
n/þ∞

cijk
n

(15)

where Aijk, Bijk, and Cijk are the precise probability of the su-

personic, subsonic, and no flamelet, while aijk/n, bijk/n, and cijk/

n are the approximate probability evaluated in the sample
of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
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space with a sample size of n time instants, at location Pijk. In

this study, 960 sample data in a time duration of 9.6 ms are

used for each case. According to the method developed in

evaluating the statistical uncertainty in Ref. [51], the statistical

uncertainty using 960 snapshots is less than 3.8% with a

confidence coefficient of 0.98 for Case-AB as an example. The

detailed evaluation of the statistical uncertainty is provided in

Appendix B.

Fig. 10 shows the probability distributions of (a) supersonic

combustion mode, (b) subsonic combustion mode, and (c) no

combustion, respectively, from Case-AB. High probability of

supersonic flamelet can be found in the outer boundary of the

hydrogen/air reaction layer, especially in the upper branch.

However, that of subsonic flamelet is mainly in the combus-

tion zone after the strut. The other regions have zero proba-

bility (no combustion occurs locally). This is consistent with

the results in Figs. 3 and 8. Also note that the probability of

flamelet immediately downstream of the strut is zero, which

is circled by the blue ellipse in Fig. 10(c). It should be empha-

sized that the probability of supersonic or subsonic flamelet

does not reflect the absolute amount of heat release from the

corresponding combustion mode. It is seen from Fig. 8 that

although heat release rate is low near the combustor exit in

Case-AB, both supersonic and subsonic flamelets are all

possible to occur as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11 shows the statistics of xMa� _q in Case-AB, i.e. the

average and standard deviation in the sample space. The

sample average is calculated as xMa� _q ¼ Pn
i¼1

xMa� _q;i=n, while the

sample standard deviation is calculated as

sxMa� _q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n�1

Pn
i¼1

x2Ma� _q;i � n
n�1ðxMa� _qÞ2

s
. It is obvious that for the

locations with xMa� _q ¼ þ1 or �1, only supersonic flamelet or

subsonic flamelet can occur. At these locations, the standard

deviation of xMa� _q is 0, since combustionmode is not changed.

Indeed, sxMa� _q
is an indicator of the rate of change in combus-

tion modes. Generally, the larger sxMa� _q
is, the stronger fluctu-

ations combustion modes (supersonic, subsonic, or no

combustion) have. Large values of sxMa� _q
are seen at the

downstream of the combustor, mainly in the transition re-

gions between supersonic and subsonic combustion.
Fig. 10 e Probability distributions of (a) supersonic flamelet
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Critical conditions for thermal choking

Based on the above analysis from the two simulation

groups, critical value of global equivalence ratio 4cr may

exist, above which thermal choking would occur. To

derive this quantity, the following assumptions are made:

(a) All walls in the combustor are adiabatic and non-

viscous (note that the main combustion zone in most

cases locates in the central region of the combustor and

is far from the walls, the heat exchange between the gas

and the walls can be neglected); (b) The contribution of

the H2 mass added into the combustor is ignored (e.g. in

Case-AB, mass flow rate of H2 is less than 0.094% of that

of air).

An infinitely small (in x-direction) control volume span-

ning the height of the combustor is taken in Fig. 1 (enlarged in

x-direction for readability). The conservation equations for

mass, momentum, and enthalpy for this control volume can

be respectively written in the differential form

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

dr
r
þ dux

ux
þ dS

S
¼ 0

dS
S

þ dp
p

þ k,Ma2,
dux

ux
¼ 0;

_q� _qloss ¼ cpdT
*

(16)

where r is density, S is the area of the cross-plane, k is specific

heat ratio, _qloss is the rate of heat loss, and cp is the specific heat

capacity.

From the state equation, p ¼ rRT, one obtains the following

differential expression

dp
p
� dr

r
� dT

T
¼ 0; (17)

where R is the gas constant.

In high-speed duct flows, the streamwise velocity compo-

nent, ux, is generally much larger than the transverse velocity.

It is satisfied that ux >> v z w, where v and w are transverse

velocity components (for our 2D cases, w ¼ 0) [45]. Therefore,

Ma is approximated asMa¼ ux/a. Substituting the definition of

the speed of sound (a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kRT

p
) into the expression ux ¼ a$Ma

yields
, (b) subsonic flamelet, and (c) no flamelet for Case-AB.
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Fig. 11 e Contours of (a) average and (b) standard deviation of xMa� _q for Case-AB.
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dux

ux
¼dMa

Ma
þ da

a
¼ dMa

Ma
þ 1
2
dT
T:

(18)

From the relation of T* with Ma, i.e. T* ¼ T,

	
1þk�1

2 Ma2



,

one can have

dT*

T*
¼dT

T
þ 2ðk� 1ÞMa2

2þ ðk� 1ÞMa2
,
dMa
Ma:

(19)

Therefore, the relation between Ma and T* is

dMa
Ma

¼ð1þ k,Ma2Þ,½2þ ðk� 1ÞMa2�
4ð1�Ma2Þ ,

dT*

T*
: (20)

It shows that subsonic flow (Ma < 1) accelerates and su-

personic flow (Ma � 1) decelerates with positive net heat

addition (dT*/T* > 0). The larger heat addition provided to the

combustor, the earlier thermal choking occurs [52]. The min-

imum heat required to choke the combustor corresponds to

the value that chokes it at the exit.

All the heat released from combustion of H2 can be

approximated as a heat source with a heat power of

_Qcr ¼ _mH2
,LHV,hg; (21)

where _Qcr is the critical heat release rate required for thermal

choking, _mH2
is the mass flow rate of H2, and LHV is the lower

heating value of H2.

Meanwhile, all the heat released from combustion is

assumed to increase the total enthalpy of gas when heat loss

to the walls is ignored

_Qcr ¼ _mair,
�
cp;2T

*
2 � cp;1T

*
1

�
; (22)

where T*
1 and T*

2 are the total temperatures at the combustor

entrance and exit, cp,1 and cp,2 are the heat capacities at the

combustor entrance and exit, respectively. _mair is the mass

flow rate of air inflowat the combustor entrance, which can be

related to _mH2
as

4cr ¼
s, _mH2

_mair,Y
0
O2

; (23)

Therefore, the minimum equivalence ratio for thermal

choking is

4cr ¼
s,
�
cp;2,T

*
2 � cp;1,T

*
1

�
;

hg,LHV,Y
0
O2

(24)

where s¼ 8 is stoichiometricmass ratio for O2/H2 combustion,

cp,2 and T*
2 can be calculated from the chemical equilibrium

state of amixture at initial temperature and pressure of the air

inflowwith an equivalence ratio of 4cr. Based on Table 5, hg can
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be assumed to be around 90% for the choked case. Therefore,

Eq. (24) provides an implicit expression to calculate 4cr under

given inflow conditions.

For the DLR combustor under the air inflow condition given

in Table 2, 4cr is 0.13. This is close to the equivalence ratio in

Case-B4, which runs under the same air inflow condition as

that in Table 2. Therefore, Case-B4 is theoretically predicted as

a thermally choked case. This is consistentwith the numerical

results presented in Table 5 and in the figures shown from

Figs. 5e7 for Case-B4. Indeed, from Figs. 2 and 3 it is indicated

that in Case-B4 the combustor is choked, in which the Mach

number is significantly smaller than 1 from

x ¼ 109 mme340 mm. Besides, Case-B3 is approaching ther-

mal choking, as its equivalence ratio (4 ¼ 0.119) is close to 4cr.

Further increase in 4 may lead to thermal choking and the

combustion would proceed under subsonic mode, as that in

Case-B4. For the other cases with equivalence ratio below 4cr,

no thermal choking is seen based on the above analysis.

The variations of 4cr under a wider range of air inflow

conditions can be further predicted with Eq. (24) as shown in

Fig. 12(a), e g. in terms of air total temperature (T*
1) and inflow

Mach number (Ma1). The critical value for Case-AB is also

marked for reference. 4cr increases with Ma1 under the same

T*
1. 4cr also increases with T*

1 under the same Ma1, but this

influence is gradually minimized when Ma1 is close to unity.

Indeed, the increase of 4cr with Ma1 and/or T*
1 is due to the

increase of the corresponding air inflow velocity (Ux1).

Fig. 12(b) shows the variations of 4cr with Ux1, and Ma1 ranges

from 2.0 to 4.0. It is seen that 4cr increases rapidly with Ux1.

Depends on Ma1 and/or Ux1, thermal choking can occur under

both globally fuel-lean and fuel-rich conditions. However, in

all of the investigated cases, thermal choking occurs under

globally fuel-lean conditions.

Flame stability

It is found in Fig. 8 that the spatial distributions of _qsup and _qsub
for the same case show remarkable difference, and both dis-

tributions are generally separated into two branches, i.e. the

upper and lower ones. In this work, the axial location of the

flame base is defined as the first occurrence of a threshold

value of the reaction rate of the fuel H2. More quantitatively, it

is xFB¼min (x| _uH2 � _u0
H2
), where _u0

H2
¼�60 kg/m3/s is chosen as

the threshold value. Based on our tests, choosing other

threshold values of _u0
H2
, or other quantities (e.g. temperature)

would not cause obvious change of the identified flame base

locations [53]. Similar to Eq. (5), the lift-off distance of super-

sonic and subsonic flame base is respectively estimated from
of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
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Fig. 12 e Predicted critical equivalence ratios with respect to (a) air inflowMach numbers at different total temperatures, and

(b) air inflow velocities at different Mach numbers.
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8<
:

dlift�sup ¼ min
h
xj
�
_uH2

� _u0
H2

�
&&ðMa � 1Þ

i
� x0 ¼ xsup,xFB � x0

dlift�sub ¼ min
h
xj
�
_uH2

� _u0
H2

�
&&ðMa< 1Þ

i
� x0 ¼ xsub,xFB � x0;

(25)

where dlift-sup and dlift-sub are the lift-off distance of supersonic

and subsonic flames, respectively. Note that x0 ¼ 109 mm is

the axial location of the strut base (see Fig. 1).

It is found that at most instants, the lower branches of

supersonic and subsonic flames are attached at or very close

to the rear edge of the strut (e.g. as shown in Fig. 8), and hence

do not show pronounced lift-off characteristics. The upper

counterparts are expected to have more significant role in

global flame stabilization, due to more frequent lift-off be-

haviors. Therefore, only the evolutions of the upper branch of

supersonic and subsonic flame lift-off distance are shown in

Fig. 13 with four example cases, i.e. Case-AB, Case-A1, Case-

A2, and Case-B1. It is seen that the magnitude of dUlift�sup is
Fig. 13 e Time evolutions of supersonic and subsonic flame lift-o

Case-A2, and (d) Case-B1.
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generally larger than that of dUlift�sub at the same instant in

Case-AB, Case-A1, and Case-B1, whereas the difference is not

as apparent in Case-A2. This may due to the fact that _qsup is

generally weaker than _qsub at the same streamwise location as

discussed in Fig. 8. Thismeans that it takes longer distance for

the supersonic flow to reach the same significant heat release

rate as the subsonic flow does. For the one-step reaction of

hydrogen we use, HRR is directly related to _uH2 . Therefore, it

generally takes longer distance for the supersonic flow to

satisfy the threshold condition that we define the flame base,

i.e. _uH2 � _u0
H2
.

The oscillation amplitudes of both dUlift�sup and dUlift�sub

decrease when the oxidizer speed increases from Case-A1

(ux ¼ 657 m/s), to Case-AB (ux ¼ 730 m/s), and to Case-A2

(ux ¼ 876 m/s). This is also true for Case-A3 and Case-A4 (not

shown here). It means that the unsteady movement of both

supersonic and subsonic flame fronts is suppressed at higher

air inflow speeds. It has been found that combustion
ff distance (upper branches) for (a) Case-AB, (b) Case-A1, (c)

of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2019.10.193
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Fig. 14 e Time evolutions of (a) percentages of volume integrated heat release rate from supersonic flames and (b) the overall

heat release rate. Four cases are shown, Case-AB, Case-A1, Case-A2, and Case-B1.
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oscillation in a supersonic combustor may be related to fuel/

air mixing, especially when the combustor is far from thermal

choking [26]. It is seen thatMac, which plays a dominant role in

the mixing of parallel fuel/air jets, decreases consecutively

from Case-A1 to Case-AB, and to Case-A2. Experimental re-

sults have indicated that a sharp reduction in shear layer

growth occurs when Mac increases [9,54e57]. Furthermore, it

is found in Fig. 3 that the mean lengths of the recirculation

zone are about 50 mm in all the above four cases. Fuel mixing

accomplishes in this location, and therefore, mixing efficiency

in the same streamwise distance (from the rear of the strut to

the end of the recirculation zone) increases dramatically from

Case-A1 to Case-AB, and to Case-A2. Enhanced mixing at

lower Mac results in suppression of combustion oscillation.

Hence, both dUlift�sup and dUlift�sub decrease when air total tem-

perature increases under the same inflow Mach number.

For Case-B1, the amplitude of dUlift�sub is obviously enhanced

compared with Case-AB. This is due to the longer distance

required for sufficient mixing, especially in the strut wake

zone. From Figs. 2 and 3, it is found that the subsonic flame

front in Case-AB and Case-B1 is limited in a region roughly

bounded by 110 mm � x � 170 mm and 20 mm � y � 30 mm.

With increased mass flow rate of H2 injected from Case-AB to

Case-B1, the mixing is less homogeneous in this region and

stronger subsonic combustion oscillation is resulted.

Complement to Table 5, we further extract the evolutions

of heat release rate from supersonic and subsonic flames

based on Eqs. 9 and 10, which reveals the instantaneous

contributions of supersonic and subsonic flames to the overall

heat release rate. Fig. 14(a) shows the percentages of volume

integrated heat release rate from supersonic flame, ½ _Qsup�, for
the four cases shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14(b) shows the corre-

sponding overall heat release rate integrated in the entire

computational domain. It is seen in Fig. 14(a) that ½ _Qsup� in-
creases statistically with increased air inflow velocity from

Case-A1 to Case-AB, and to Case-A2. This is consistent with

our previous analysis, i.e. higher inflow velocity leads to

higher fraction of supersonic combustion. However, it is also

seen that at higher inflow velocity, ½ _Qsup� shows stronger

oscillation although the oscillation of the overall heat release

rate _Q does not increase noticeably as seen from Fig. 14(b).

This may be due to the increased fluctuations of the subsonic

bubbles at higher inflow velocity as shown in Fig. 2, which
Please cite this article as: Huang Z, Zhang H, Numerical investigations
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leads to higher fluctuations of _Qsub and thus _Qsup. From Case-

AB to Case-B1, ½ _Qsup� decreases slightly with doubled global

equivalence ratio, whereas both _Q and the oscillation of _Q

almost increase twice. The decrease of ½ _Qsup� with increased 4

may also be explained by Fig. 2, as the subsonic zones get

more continuous in space with weaker fluctuations as 4 in-

creases. The increased oscillation of _Q with 4 may be due to

the more unstable spatial distribution of _q as shown in Fig. 3.

The heat release zone gets more dispersive in the combustor

section after the strut with increased 4.

Similarly, we can also extract the volume of supersonic and

subsonic regions, with orwithout heat release conditioning, to

examine whether the combustor run under or close to ther-

mal choking condition. The results are not shown here due to

the length limitation. It is demonstrated that based on the

separation of supersonic and subsonic flows in a mixed mode

operating combustor, one can investigate both the flow dy-

namics (e.g. flow blockage, thermal choking) and flame dy-

namics (e.g. flame lift-off, heat release oscillation)

independently under different flow regimes.
Conclusions

Dynamics and statistics of mixed supersonic and subsonic

combustion modes under different air inflow and global

equivalence ratio conditions in a hydrogen-fueled model

combustor are studied by numerical simulations in this work.

Two simulation groups are selected, respectivelywith variable

oxidizer inlet condition and fuel pressure condition (which

leads to different fuel mass flow rates and therefore global

equivalence ratios). Three methods are proposed for identi-

fying supersonic and subsonic combustion modes. They

include spanwise-averaged Mach number, spanwise-

averaged Mach number conditioning on the local heat

release, and fraction of heat release.

The results show that the subsonic flow regions in the

wake zone of the strut get shorter and narrower with

increased air inflow velocity, but broader and more extensive

with increased global equivalence ratio. Furthermore, with

the above three approaches, one can see that the transition

points between the supersonic and subsonic flows, the frac-

tions of supersonic and subsonic heat release are well
of mixed supersonic and subsonic combustionmodes in amodel
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identified quantitatively. Heat release from supersonic flows

increases with air inflow velocity but decreases with global

equivalence ratio. The probability distributions of supersonic

and subsonic combustion modes are also analyzed based on

the statistics on multiple instantaneous snapshots of the re-

sults and it is shown that high probability of supersonic

combustion occurs in the outer boundary of the hydrogen/air

reaction layer, whereas subsonic combustionmainly occurs in

the wake zone after the strut. The combustion mode changes

rapidly between supersonic and subsonic at downstream of

the combustor.

In addition, a critical condition for thermal choking in su-

personic combustor is proposed based on the theoretical

analysis on an idealized one-dimensional duct flow with heat

addition. Through this, one can predict the minimum global

equivalence ratio to choke a combustor under known super-

sonic inflow conditions. The results demonstrate that the

critical equivalence ratio increases with increased inflow

Mach numbers, especially with higher growth rate at higher

air stagnation temperature. This is indeed due to the faster

increase of air inflow velocity at higher stagnation tempera-

tures and inflow Mach numbers. The predictions from this

critical condition has been confirmed by the simulation re-

sults in this work.

Besides, it is also found that supersonic and subsonic flame

base behaves differently in global flame stabilization. Specif-

ically, the flame lift-off distance in supersonic flows is larger

than that in subsonic flows. Furthermore, the oscillation

amplitudes of flame lift-off distance in both supersonic and

subsonic flows decrease with increased air inflow velocity, but

increase with global equivalence ratio. However, the fraction

of supersonic flames to the overall heat release rate as well as

its fluctuations increase with increased air inflow velocity,

whereas this fraction decreases while its oscillation increases

with increased global equivalence ratio.
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